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An era of rapid technological transformation

Source picture: https://www.disher.com/2018/03/06/4-keys-accelerate-your-speed-to-market/
How will cities transform?
Urban Mobility

Source picture: https://xoio.de/en/daimler-future-urban-scenarios/
Utilities, Services and Logistics
Live and Interactive City Space

Source picture: https://borderless.teamlab.art/
And many more...
How Cities can Manage this Uncertainty?

Source picture: Unsplash by www.instagram.com/thevisualiza
Guiding principles and practical examples

Principles:

• Flexibility

• Organic Development

Examples:

• Soft and Intangible Infrastructure

• Flexible use, re-use and re-purpose of infrastructure

• Live testing and absorption

• Open standards and translators